In this article, we report the evolution of the dielectric behavior from a dielectric relaxor to a ferroelectric relaxor with variation of Bi concentration in (Sr 1Ϫ1.5x Bi x )TiO 3 (0рxр0.2). In the doping range 0.0005рxр0.002, two dielectric modes A and B are induced. The temperature (T m ) where the permittivity maximum occurs for modes A and B is independent of Bi concentration and of dc electric fields. The complex permittivity of modes A and B follows the empirical Cole-Cole equation. The relaxation time for modes A and B follows the Arrhenius law. The dielectric possessing this type of dielectric behavior is named as a ''dielectric relaxor.'' At xу0.0033, an additional mode C appears, whose T m increases with increasing Bi concentration. The complex permittivity for mode C does not follow the Cole-Cole equation. The relaxation time of mode C follows the Vogel-Fulcher law, indicating typical relaxor-ferroelectric behavior. In this work, we refer it to a ''ferroelectric relaxor'' mode. In the range of 0.0033рxр0.133, the coexistence of the dielectric-relaxor modes and the ferroelectric-relaxor mode is observed. In the samples doped with higher Bi concentration, modes A and B gradually merge into mode C, and only ferroelectric-relaxor behavior remains at xу0.133. This system provides a composition-controlled example of evolution from a ''dielectric relaxor'' to a ''ferroelectric relaxor.'' In addition, some controversial interpretations of the dielectric behavior of the Bi doped SrTiO 3 solid solutions in the literature are discussed, and the polarization relaxation species of modes A and B are attributed to Bi ions.
I. INTRODUCTION
SrTiO 3 ͑STO͒ and KTaO 3 ͑KTO͒ are the so-called quantum paraelectrics.
1,2 Although, from 300 K down to 50 K, the temperature dependence of the permittivity of SrTiO 3 follows the Curie-Weiss law, just as in ordinary ferroelectrics, with a Curie temperature T c ϭ35.5 K;
1 no further permittivity peaks appear as the temperature decreases further, and the permittivity levels off at a high value at extremely low temperatures. The suppression of ferroelectricity is attributed to quantum fluctuations at low temperatures. 1, 2 There are a number of reports in the literature in which the dielectric peak was induced by doping a small amount of impurities in STO or KTO. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] The explanation of dielectric permittivity peaks is rather controversial, which ranges from dipolar glass behavior to a domain state, and to the occurrence of ferroelectricity. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] Skanavi et al. 11 reported that a high permittivity peak with frequency dispersion is induced by Bi doping in STO. They suggested a polarization mechanism of ''hopping ions,'' rather than the occurrence of ferroelectricity. However, based on the observation of the slim electric hysteresis loop in Bi doped STO, Smolenskii et al. 12 and Gubkin et al. 13 suggested a ferroelectric mechanism with a so-called ''diffuse phase transition.' ' Recently, in a systematic study in Bi doped STO, the present authors 14 -18 observed the coexistence of several dielectric peaks with different physical characteristics in Bi doped STO, and, with increasing Bi concentration, some of them disappeared. This illustrates the complexity of the doping effect in the quantum paraelectric STO. This is why a theoretical model cannot provide a reasonable prediction of the critical value of the impurity concentration that is necessary for a dielectric peak to occur, based on an assumption of only one dielectric peak being induced. 19 What does seem clear, is that the explanations suggested by Skanavi et al. 11 and Smolenskii et al. 12 need to be reconsidered for Bi doped STO. In this article, therefore, we summarize the dielectric results and the effect of dc electric fields on dielectric behavior, including a discussion of the polarization species. The term ''dielectric relaxor'' is used to classify the type of dielectric relaxation behavior that possesses certain special characteristics. The evolution from ''dielectric relaxor'' to ''ferroelectric relaxor'' in Bi doped STO is emphasized. The explanations by Skanavi and Smollenskii are also reexamined, and some modifications are suggested.
II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
The (Sr 1Ϫ1.5x Bi x )TiO 3 (0рxр0.2) solid solution ceramics were prepared by solid-state reaction ͑xϭ0.2 is the limit of solid solubility. Details of processing and crystalline structure can be found in Ref. 14. The dielectric behavior was measured by using an HP4284A meter in the temperature range of 1.5-300 K. The dielectric behavior of nominally pure STO is plotted in Fig. 1 for comparison. It shows that the dielectric permittivity continuously increases with decreasing temperature until ϳ4 K, and then levels off to the lowest temperature 1.5 K obtained in this work, which is in agreement with the results reported in the literature. 2 This behavior can be well described by the Barrett relation derived from the mean-field theory including quantum fluctuations. 20 Here we assign this behavior as a quantum-paraelectric background ͑QPB͒ of STO. However, by doping with a small amount of Bi ions, two dielectric anomalies were induced at ϳ18 and ϳ30 K ͑at 100 Hz͒, denoted as modes A and B, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1 . These two dielectric anomalies are frequency dependent, and are superimposed upon the QPB of STO. A unique characteristic of these modes is that the temperature (T m ) where the dielectric permittivity maximum occurs is independent of Bi concentration. With further increasing Bi concentration, as xу0.04, mode C predominates as shown in Fig. 4 .
In the Bi doping range 0.005рxр0.2, the amplitude of mode A decreases with increasing Bi concentration, and mode A disappears at xϾ0.0133; the amplitude of mode B first increases with increasing Bi, reaching a maximum at x ϭ0.0067, then decreases, and finally mode B disappears at xу0.133.
B. Cole-Cole plots and relaxation times

Cole-Cole plots and relaxation times of modes A and B
It is known that many dielectric relaxation processes can be described by the modified Debye model, i.e., the ColeCole equation:
where 0 is the static permittivity, ϱ is the permittivity at high frequency, is the angular frequency, is the mean relaxation time, and ␣ is the angle of the semicircular arc. The ␣ value represents the deviation from an ideal Debye model, and is also explained as a measure of the interaction between dipoles. In this work, we have studied the In a dielectric material, if the dielectric relaxation process is governed by a thermally activated motion, the temperature dependence of the relaxation time follows the Arrhenius law:
The temperature dependence of relaxation times ͑͒ is plotted in Fig. 8 for modes A and B (xϭ0.002). It is found that the relaxation times of the relaxation processes of modes A and B follow the Arrhenius relation in the frequency window of 10-10 9 Hz. For all the samples investigated in this work, the results show that, ͑1͒ the mean relaxation rates for modes A and B follow strictly the Arrhenius behavior in the experimentally accessible frequency domain; ͑2͒ the energy barrier Uϭ62Ϯ2 meV and the preexponential term 0 ϭ 
ϳ(0.4-1)ϫ10
Ϫ13 s for mode B, and Uϭ33Ϯ1 meV, and 0 ϭϳ(0.4-2)ϫ10 Ϫ13 s for mode A, for the samples with 0.0005рxр0.0267.
Relaxation times of mode C
On the other hand, the empirical Vogel-Fulcher law 21 is usually used to describe the temperature dependence of relaxation times for glass systems, and currently widely used to characterize the ferroelectric relaxor. [22] [23] [24] It is written as
where 0 is the preexponential term, U is the activation energy, and T VF is a characteristic temperature. It is found that the temperature dependence of the relaxation time for mode C can be well fitted to the VogelFulcher law as shown in Fig. 9 . The fit parameters are summarized in Table I . For example, we obtained, Uϭ36 meV, T VF ϭ30.7 K, and 0 ϭ1ϫ10 Ϫ10 s for the sample with x ϭ0.0133 and Uϭ40 meV, T VF ϭ70.3 K and 0 ϭ5.78 ϫ10 Ϫ10 s for xϭ0.0533. There are numerous reports showing that the relaxation time of a ferroelectric relaxor follows the empirical VogelFulcher law rather than the Arrhenius law. Although the explanation of the empirical Vogel-Fulcher law is still uncertain, 25, 26 the relaxation time following the VogelFulcher law is one of the characteristics of the ferroelectric relaxor. Mode C is assigned as a ferroelectric-relaxor mode due to this relaxation time behavior as well as its rounded permittivity peak with frequency dispersion. 12, 15 It should be pointed out that for ferroelectric-relaxor mode C, the complex permittivity does not follow the ColeCole equation; this is in agreement with that reported in the literature.
The results above indicate that the dielectric behavior in Bi doped STO includes two types of dielectric responses: one is modes A and B, and the other is ferroelectric-relaxor mode C. The ferroelectric relaxor behavior has been extensively studied in the past thirty years. [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] In the following, we mainly focus on the discussion of modes A and B and the evolution of the dielectric behavior with variation of Bi concentration.
C. dc electric-field effect of modes A and B
The temperature dependence of Ј and Љ for the sample (Sr 1Ϫ1.5x Bi x )TiO 3 with xϭ0.002 under dc electric field ͑0-35 kV/cm͒ is shown in Fig. 10 . By application of the dc electric fields, Ј is overall suppressed. The amplitudes of modes A and B are gradually decreased, however, it should be stressed that T m of modes A and B is not shifted, which can be seen more clearly for Љ in the inset of Fig. 10 . A broad Ј peak is induced at higher fields, which is similar to that observed in pure STO under dc bias. 32, 33 Similar effect of the electric field on modes A and B was observed for other compositions. The dc electric-field independence of T m of modes A and B provides further evidence that modes A and B are different from either the dipole glass mode or the ferroelectric relaxor mode, whose T m is dc electric-field dependent.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Polarization relaxation species
Comments on the interpretations of Smolenskii and Skanavi on Bi:SrTiO 3
To understand the physical nature of dielectric anomalies induced by Bi ions doping, a question as to, what is the dielectric polarization species, should be answered.
Skanavi's explanation: Over 40 years ago, Skanavi et al. suggested that the dielectric relaxation species in Bi doped STO were Ti ions. 11 The existence of Sr-sites vacancies in the host lattice of STO introduced by Bi doping distorted the oxygen octahedron, producing more than one possible offcenter sites for Ti 4ϩ ions. The relaxation arose from the thermal motion of Ti ions over potential barriers separating these alternative sites. 11 Based on the present experimental results, further discussion on the polarization species in Bi doped STO is necessary.
In the literature, a dielectric peak in pure STO and doped STO was generally attributed to an ''induced ferroelectric peak,'' regardless of the dielectric peak being induced by application of dc electric field in pure STO or by impurity doping. In fact, only a round peak is induced for pure STO under dc electric field. 32, 33 However, with careful inspection, we find a more complicate dielectric response in impurity doped STO, i.e., three different dielectric peaks, modes A, B, and C are induced by Bi doping in this work. In pure STO, it is reasonable to recognize that the induced dielectric peak is associated with the motion of Ti ions under dc electric field. In Bi doped STO, the observed modes A and B are superimposed on the dielectric background of pure STO. Under dc electric field, a broadened peak is induced in addition to modes A and B, as shown in Fig. 10 , which corresponds to the dielectric peak induced by dc electric field for pure STO. The T m of the broad peak is shifted to high temperatures with increasing dc electric field. These facts imply that the physical nature of modes A and B in Bi doped STO is different from the broad peak induced by dc bias observed in both pure STO and Bi doped STO, which could be related to Ti ions motion. For the same reason, the possibility of Sr ions as a polarization relaxation species can also be excluded.
Other possibilities are oxygen or oxygen vacancies, however, no noticeable influence on modes A and B by annealing in oxidizing or reducing atmosphere for a long time indicates that the possibilities are very small. 34 Since we exclude the possibilities of Ti ions, Sr ions, oxygen, and oxygen vacancies as relaxation species for modes A and B, a reasonable explanation is that the dielectric relaxation species are Bi ions. In fact, the intensity of modes A and B varied with increasing Bi concentration ͑see Sec. III A3͒, and this supports the hypothesis that Bi ions are the dielectric relaxation species for modes A and B in Bi doped STO.
In addition, it should be pointed out that the dielectric relaxation peak reported by Skanavi et al. 11 occurs in high level Bi doping regime and in the temperature range of 100-300 K. In Refs. 17 and 18 the experimental results show clearly that the dielectric peak discussed by Skanavi et al. should be referred to the ferroelectric-relaxor peak, i.e., mode C in this work. It is known that Skanavi's explanation cannot be expected to be valid for a ferroelectric relaxor peak.
On the other hand, the Skanavi's explanation, 11 known as the ''Skanavi model'' in some articles, [35] [36] [37] was adopted to explain the dielectric peak with frequency dispersion behavior observed in nonferroelectric-relaxor materials. For examples, some authors adopted the ''Skanavi model'' to explain the dielectric relaxation behavior in the temperature range of 200-300 K in La ͑and other lanthanide elements͒ doped STO. 36 They attributed the dielectric peak to the motion of Ti ions. However, further oxidation experiments revealed that all the dielectric peaks disappear in La doped STO, 38 evidencing that the dielectric relaxation is related to oxygen vacancies rather than Ti ions. This implies that the application of the Skanavi model needs to be reconsidered. In fact, the original idea suggested by Skanavi et al. was that a very strong internal electric field was induced by Bi doping in a favorable crystal structure of perovskite SrTiO 3 and a small motion of the Ti 4ϩ ions in the six equivalent potential minima caused the reorientation of the dipoles, contributed to the dielectric relaxation, and led to a very high permittivity. 11 In the authors' opinion, if we extend the polarization species to other ions rather than only Ti ions, it is found that the Skanavi model is valid for many cases, especially for the nonferroelectric relaxor cases. In fact, this is a basic image of ionic polarizations in ionic oxides.
Smolenskii's explanation: On the other hand, as mentioned in Sec. I, Smolenskii et al. 12 and Gubkin et al. 13 proposed that the dielectric relaxation peak observed in Bi doped STO was a ferroelectric nature with the ''diffuse phase transition'' ͑currently used term is ''relaxor ferroelectric''͒. This is the case for mode C. However, an alternative explanation is necessary for modes A and B occurring in the low level Bi doped STO.
The discussion above shows that both Skanavi's and Smolenskii's explanations are not sufficient for explaining the dielectric behavior observed in Bi doped STO, especially the coexistence of the three Bi-induced modes A, B, and C with different physical characteristics and the evolution of the dielectric modes with variation of Bi concentration.
Classification of Bi ions positions
In Bi doped STO, based on the consideration of the charge balance, Sr-sites vacancies were induced, which are assumed to compensate the heterovalent substitution of Bi 3ϩ ions for Sr 2ϩ ions. 34 It is known that the radius of Bi ions is smaller than that of Sr ions, i.e., r Bi 3ϩ /r Sr 2ϩ ϭ0.87. The substitution of Bi ions at Sr sites accommodates larger space for the motion of Bi ions, which leads to the occurrence of off-center Bi ions, and hence the formation of dipoles. Obviously the allowed displacement of Bi ions for environment B is larger than that of Bi ions located in environment A due to the presence of a Sr vacancy nearby. Based on the discussion above, two different types of Bi ions can be identified due to their different local environments. The existence of the two types of Bi ions results in the occurrence of two dielectric modes A and B. This is supported by the displacement ratio of 8:11 for modes A:B derived from the polarization data reported in Ref. 39 .
B. Dielectric relaxor
In a previous article, 15 we assigned STO doped with low level Bi as a quantum ferroelectric, similar to that reported in Ca doped STO. 10 The results in this work, for example, the rounded dielectric peaks with frequency dispersion, however, reveal that the dielectric response observed in STO doped with low level Bi cannot be attributed to quantum ferroelectricity.
In fact, the concentration of Bi ions is small and the correlation between the off-center Bi dipoles is expected to be weak in the very low level Bi doped STO. Obviously this is different from the long-range ferroelectric ordered state ͑or quantum ferroelectric͒ or the relaxor-ferroelectric state. In this work, we introduce a term ''dielectric relaxor'' to name the dielectric that possesses the dielectric relaxation behavior like modes A and B. Correspondingly, we refer the relaxor ferroelectric to ''ferroelectric relaxor.'' The dielectric relaxor shows the following properties:
͑1͒ The Љ versus Ј follows the Cole-Cole equation; ͑2͒ relaxation rates follow the Arrhenius law; ͑3͒ T m is independent of doping concentration; ͑4͒ T m is also independent of dc electric fields.
In fact, the occurrence of the dielectric-relaxor behavior can be found in many ionic oxides which is related to ionic polarization. Similar dielectric relaxation processes were also classified in paraelectric STO thin films 40 and ferroelectric Cd 2 Nb 2 O 7 ceramics and single crystals. 41 In the Bi doped STO, additional characteristics are observed.
Bi relaxation species: Dielectric polarization relaxation behavior mainly results from the displacement of dopant Bi ions rather than Ti ions, i.e., the Bi 3ϩ ions can be considered as easily mobile ions in one of the six equivalent off-center positions, and recognized as off-center ions.
Two types of Bi local environments: The Bi ions can be classified as two types of local environments A and B, due to the substitution of heterovalent ions and the presence of Sr vacancies.
Phonon-assisted hopping dielectric relaxation: The temperature T m of modes A and B does not change regardless of the large variation of Bi concentration and applied dc electric fields, implying that an ''intrinsic'' mechanism may be involved. Based on the fact that the dielectric relaxation activation energy is equal to the energy of ͑impurity͒ modes observed in Raman spectra, it is proposed that the dielectric relaxation is attributed to phonon-assisted hopping/ reorientation. 39 A question is raised: ''Whether these characteristics, especially the phonon associated dielectric relaxation process, are common features for the dielectric relaxor?'' Further work is needed to answer this question.
C. Evolution from a dielectric relaxor to a ferroelectric relaxor.
In the very low level Bi doped STO, for example, x ϭ0.0005 and xϭ0.001, only modes A and B occur and the interaction between Bi dipoles is small as discussed above. With increasing Bi doping level, the ␣ values of modes A and B increase, indicating the interaction between the dipoles increases. As xу0.0033, the ferroelectric-relaxor mode C appears. In the range 0.0033рxр0.133, the coexistence of the dielectric-relaxor modes and the ferroelectric-relaxor mode is an interesting characteristic of the (Sr 1Ϫ1.5x Bi x )TiO 3 solid solutions. With further increasing Bi concentration, the dielectric-relaxor modes A and B merge into mode C, and finally only mode C remains. It is known that in the ferroelectric relaxor, only microdomains, i.e., the micropolar clusters exist, and no macrodomains appear. Based on this fact, it is reasonable to assume that the dipoles formed by offcentered Bi ions behave as noninteraction dipoles at low level of Bi doping, and the reorientation of the dipoles leads to the two dielectric-relaxor modes A and B due to the two different Bi local environments. As xу0.0033, the average distance of Bi dipoles decreases, and the interaction between the dipoles increases, as seen from the ␣ values in Fig. 7 , therefore, some dipoles form dipole clusters due to the local inhomogeneous distribution of Bi ions, and this leads to the occurrence of the ferroelectric-relaxor mode C. In this region, the coexistence of the noncluster dipoles that contribute to the dielectric-relaxor modes A and B and the dipole clusters that contribute to the ferroelectric-relaxor mode C is a singular characteristic of Bi doped STO. With further increasing Bi concentration, the interaction between the dipoles becomes much stronger, and more dipole clusters are formed. This results in an increase in the intensity of mode C and a decrease in the intensities of modes A and B. Finally at a high Bi doping level, all dipoles form dipole clusters, and only ferroelectric relaxor mode C remains.
Obviously this study provides a composition-controlled example of the occurrence of dielectric-and ferroelectricrelaxor modes and their evolution process from a dielectric relaxor to a ferroelectric relaxor.
D. Explanation of dc electric-field dependence of modes A and B
At low level Bi doping, the complex permittivity follows the Cole-Cole equation indicating a Debye-like dielectric relaxation process. 17 In this case, the polarization can be described by a Langevin-type polarization. In a previous article, 39 an enhancement factor N and an adjust constant m have to be introduced into the Langevin-type polarization, i.e., an effective polarization moment p*ϭNP was taken into account. The permittivity step is expressed as
where, N is an empirical parameter that is determined mainly by the host lattice and the impurities. As mentioned above, the relaxation rate versus temperature follows the Arrhenius law, and T m is independent of the dc electric field, i.e., the frequency 0 (ϭ 1 2 0 ) and the potential barrier remain the same with increasing dc electric field; however, the intensity of the peak is greatly suppressed with increasing electric field. This implies that application of the dc bias has no influence on the frequency of the reorientation of the dipoles or the potential barrier. However, the local environment of the dipole is modulated. In other words, the interaction between the dipoles and the lattice vibration phonons is modified by application of the dc electric field, i.e., the effective dipole moment ␦ and enhancement factor N in Eq. ͑5͒ are modulated. In this work, with increasing dc bias, the system becomes more and more ''stiff,'' and the effective dipole moment ␦ and the enhancement factor N decreases, which results in the decrease of the intensity of the polarization steps. Indeed, in the literature, for example, from the work of Fleury et al. 42 we know that the soft modes of STO can be ''hardened'' by increasing dc bias.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The dielectric results of Bi doped STO show that there are three Bi induced dielectric modes A, B, and C. At low concentration Bi doping (0.0005рxр0.002), only the dielectric-relaxor modes A and B are induced. The dielectric modes show the following characteristics: the temperature T m is independent of Bi concentration and dc electric field. The complex permittivity follows the empirical Cole-Cole equation. The relaxation times follow the Arrhenius law. The materials exhibit these features are named as a ''dielectric relaxor.'' At xу0.0033, an additional mode C appears, whose T m is shifted to higher temperatures with increasing Bi concentration. The complex permittivity does not follow the ColeCole equation. The relaxation times follow the VogelFulcher law. This indicates a typical relaxor ferroelectric behavior. In this work, we assign it as a ferroelectric relaxor. In the range of 0.0033рxр0.133, the coexistence of the dielectric-relaxor modes and the ferroelectric-relaxor mode is observed.
The dielectric-relaxor modes A and B merge into the ferroelectric-relaxor mode C in the samples doped with high Bi concentrations; and the system shows only ''pure'' ferroelectric-relaxor behavior at xу0.133.
A composition-controlled evolution of from a dielectric relaxor to a ferroelectric relaxor in the doped paraelectric STO is demonstrated in this work.
These results have significant implications: ͑1͒ The characteristics of the dielectric relaxor and related investigation 40, 41 indicate that there are many materials displaying similar phenomena, that is, many dielectric materials can be classified as a dielectric relaxor. More work is needed to further explore and describe this type of dielectric phenomenon. ͑2͒ At a very low doping concentration, the occurrence of the dielectric-relaxor mode in a strong polarization matrix, showing a ''pure'' dielectric-relaxor behavior, provides an example to study the weak interaction of dipoles in a dielectric. ͑3͒ As mentioned in Sec. I, the dielectric peak induced by impurity doping in the quantum paraelectrics KTO and STO was interpreted controversially. [3] [4] [5] [6] In the present work, the results show that the doping effect is more complicated, and the dielectric polarization induced by doping cannot be simply explained by one polarization mechanism. ͑4͒ In a paraelectric matrix, a ferroelectric-relaxor mode can be induced by impurity doping. However, the results in the present work show that the formation of the ferroelectric-relaxor state seems to be an evolution process, i.e., a gradual evolution from a ''dielectric-relaxor state'' to a ''ferroelectric-relaxor state.'' This may also provide a material to study the physical nature of the ferroelectric relaxor, especially the dynamic behavior of the dipole clusters.
